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Re: Comment  Letter  in Response  to SOI's Notice  of  Proposed  Rulemaking

In the Matter of  PerinanentlyAdoptingEmergency  Rule 13.19.4 NAdAC

Multiple  Einployer Welfare Arrangeinents, Notice of  Proposed Rulema7ang
(Before  tlie  New  Mexico  Office  of  Superintendent  of  Insurance,  Docket  No.

19-00049-Rule-LH)

Dear  Superintendent  Toal:

This  letter  provides  comments  of  the  National  Association  of  Professional  Employer  Organizations

("NAPEO")  regarding  the  proposal  that  the  Office  of  Superintendent  oflnsurance  ("051")  permanently

adopt  emergency  rule  13.19.4  NMAC,  MULTIPLE  EMPLOYER  WELFARE  ARRANGEMENTS  ("Proposed

Rule").  WeappreciatetheopportunitytoofferthesecommentstoyourOffice.

We  are very  concerned  that  the  Proposed  Rule does  not  expressly  exclude  PEO-sponsored  plans  from

the  definition  of a "multiple  employer  welfare  arrangement"  or "MEWA"  for  purposes  of  the  regulation.

PEOs (known  in New  Mexico  as "employee  leasing  contractors")  are already  subject  to licensing  and

regulation  under  the  New  Mexico  Employee  Leasing  Act  (60-13A-1  et seq) by the  New  Mexico

Regulation  and  Licensing  Department.  Moreover,  PEOs have-to  the  great  benefit  of  the  State's  small

businesses  as well  as these  businesses"  employees  (and  families)-offered  affordable,  comprehensive,

fully-insured  medical  coverage  for  decades.  The Proposed  Rule  appears  to be focused  on association

health  plans  ("AHPs").  PEO-sponsored  plans  are not  AHPs and different  considerations  should  apply  to

the  regulation  of PEOs. However,  in the  event  the  Office  seeks  to  apply  the  Proposed  Rule  to PEO-

sponsored  plans,  the  Proposed  Rule must  be modified  materially  to ensure  that  PEOs can continue  to

offer  health  insurance  to New  Mexico  employees,  as they  have  done  for  decades.

Accordingly,  on behalf  of  our  members,  and  as set  forth  in greater  detail  below,  we request  the

following:

*  Any  final  MEWA  regulation  should  specifically  exclude  from  its scope  fully-insured  plans

sponsored  by a PEO registered  or  licensed  pursuant  to New  Mexico  Statutes  sections  60-13A-3

or 60-13A-4.



*  TotheextenttheStateseekstofurtherregulatePEO-sponsoredplans(forexample,forthe

purpose  of  gathering  information  on the number  and type  of plans offered  in the  State),  this is

more  appropriately  addressed  through  the  development  of a PEO registration  or licensing  rule

via the  New Mexico  Regulation  and Licensing  Department.

*  If the  Office  still  seeks to apply  the Proposed  Rule to PEO-sponsored  plans, it should  be

materially  revised  to take  into  account  the  differences  between  PEO-sponsored  plans and AHPs

and to not  interfere  with  the benefits  thousands  of New Mexicans  currently  enjoy  through  PEOs.

NAPEO is the  voice  of the  PEO industry.  PEOs provide  comprehensive  human  resources  solutions,  such

as payroll  processing,  employee  benefits  administration,  tax administration,  and regulatory  compliance

assistance  for  small  and mid-sized  businesses.  By taking  care of paperwork  and providing  regulatory

compliance  assistance,  PEOs help businesses  improve  productivity,  increase  profitability,  and focus  on

their  core missions.  Through  a PEO, employees  working  for  small  and mid-sized  businesses  gain access

to employee  benefits,  such as 401(k)plans;  health,  dental,  life, and other  insurance;  dependent  care; and

other  benefits  they  might  not  typically  receive  as employees  of a small  business.

There  are 907 PEOs in the  United  States providing  services  to 175,000  small  and mid-sized  businesses

employing  3.7 million  people.  The PEO industry's  175,000  clients  represent  15 percent  of all employers
1with  10  to 99 employees.  The total  number  of  employees  represented  by the  PEO industry  is roughly

the  same  as the  combined  number  of employees  for  Walmart  (United  States  only),  Amazon,  IBM, FedEx,

Starbucks,  AT&T,  Wells  Fargo,  Apple,  and Google.  Between  2008  and 2017,  the number  of  PEO client

worksite  employees  grew  at a compounded  annual  rate of  8.3 percent,  which  is 14  times  higher  than  the

compounded  annual  growth  rate of  employment  in the  economy  overall  during  the  same period.  To

provide  some  idea of the  significance  of PEOs to small  businesses  in New Mexico,  NAPEO"s records

indicate  that  the  wages  paid to New Mexico  workers  through  PEO arrangements  are in the  range  of

S139 to S174 million  annually.

NAPEO and its members  have a particularly  strong  interest  in the Proposed  Rule because  in November

2019,  a number  of PEOs operating  in New Mexico  were  served  with  a Petition  for  Order  to Cease and

Desist  and For Imposition  of Penalties  For Violations  of  the New Mexico  Insurance  Code ("Petition")  that

was filed  by 051 Staff. The Petition  requested  that  the  Superintendent  issue an Order  to Cease and

Desist  that  would  have required  the  named  PEOs to stop  offering  employer-sponsored  health  coverage

in New  Mexico  unless they  registered  as multiple  employer  welfare  arrangements  ("MEWAs).  Since, for

reasons  discussed  below,  it was not  feasible  for  PEO-sponsored  plans  to register  as MEWAs,  if the

Petition  had been granted,  thousands  of New Mexicans  receiving  health  coverage  through  PEO-

sponsored  arrangements  would  have been stripped  of  that  coverage  immediately  before  the beginning

ofthe2020calendaryear.  Thankfully,SuperintendentFranchinideniedthePetitiononDecember23,

2019. However,  it became  clear  to us as we assisted  our  members  with  responding  to the Petition  that

the Proposed  Rule did not  appropriately  address  the unique  role  that  PEOs play in making  affordable,

comprehensive  employer-sponsored  coverage  available  to employees  of  small  businesses  in New

Mexico.

' PEO  industry  data  from'Vn  Economic  Analysis.'  The PEO  Industry  in 2018;"  Laurie  Bassie  and Dan  McMurrer,

September  2018.
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The New Mexico  legislature  has recognized  the  role  that  PEOs play by enacting  the New Mexico

Employee  Leasing  Act, under  which  PEOs are already  subject  to a robust  level  of  State  regulation.  PEOs

enter  into  contractual  arrangements  with  businesses  (often  small  businesses)  that  are seeking  a

dedicated  provider  of human  resources  solutions.  When  a business  contracts  with  a PEO, the PEO

contractually  assumes  the responsibility  and obligation  for  certain  employer  responsibilities  such as

payroll,  employee  benefits  (including  health  plans,  retirement  plans,  and workers"  compensation

coverage),  payroll  tax collection  and remittance,  and regulatory  compliance  assistance  for  the business.

The PEO, as the  employer  responsible  for  such employer  responsibilities,  contractually  establishes  itself

as a co-employer  of the  employees  who  are subject  to the  PEO agreement.  The PEO business  client

remains the employer responsible for the production of  the business"  product  and/or  the  delivery  of  the

business"  service.  It is important  to note  that  PEOs provide  these  services  as a suite  of  services.  PEOs, as

part  of  this  suite  of  services,  may sponsor  a health  insurance  plan for  the benefit  of  the  employees  who

are subject  to the  PEO agreement.  The PEO does not  solely  nor  primarily  contract  with  a business  to

provide  health  insurance.

Consistent  with  the  general  practices  described  above,  the  New Mexico  Employee  Leasing  Act requires

that  PEOs:

*  Determineassignmentofworkers(NMSA§60-13A-2(H)(2);

* Retain  the authority  to reassign  or refuse  to reassign  a worker  to other  clients  (NMSA  §60-134-
2(H)(3));

* Assign  workers  to perform  services  for  a client/customer  (NMSA  §60-13A-2(H)(3));

*  Set worker  rates  of pay (NMSA  §60-13A-2(H)(4));

*  Pay workers  directly  (NMSA  j60-13A-2(H)(5));

* Comply  with  New Mexico  workers"  compensation  laws (NMSA  §60-13A-5,  which  deems  the

PEO and the  client  co-employers  for  workers"  compensation  purposes);  and

* Give workers  written  notice  ofthe  employment  relationship  and compliance  with  New Mexico

workers"  compensation  law (NMSA  §60-13A-9).

Most  significantly,  the New Mexico  Employee  Leasing  Act also states  that  PEOs "shall  provide  any

benefits  required  by law to be provided  employees  by employers"  (NMSA  §60-13A-10).  In stark  contrast

to AHPs, the New Mexico  legislature  has clearly  and explicitly  recognized  PEOs as employers,  including

for  purposes  of benefits.

In their  role as co-employer,  and in accordance  with  longstanding  practice  in New Mexico,  many  PEOs

offer  comprehensive  health  plan coverage  to workers  who  they  co-employ  through  insured

arrangements,  the  underlying  policies  of which  are licensed  and regulated  by 051. Importantly,  when

PEOs offer  such plans,  they  are not  selling  insurance;  rather,  they  are making  a benefit  available  to their

co-employees  that  is one part  of  the  co-employment  relationship.

It is our  understanding  that  the Proposed  Rule is intended  to address  concerns  related  to the potential

proliferation  of association  health  plans ("AHPs")  following  the issuance  of the  u.s. Department  of

Labor's  2018 regulation.  The Emergency  Rule, which  is the basis forthe  Proposed  Rule, reflected  OSI's

concern  that  without  appropriate  regulation,  newly  formed  AHPs could  result  in significant  deception,

solvency  issues, market  stability,  misconduct  and fraud  (a concern  not  at issue with  a fully-insured  plan

through  New Mexico-licensed  PEO).
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In light  of  the  above,  it is not surprising  that  the Proposed  Rule appears  to have been drafted  to create

regulatory  standards  for  AHPs and does not  expressly  reference  PEO-sponsored  plans. However,  the

Proposed  Rule does not  expressly  exclude  from  the  scope  of the  Proposed  Rule plans sponsored  by

licensed  PEOs. At the  same time,  the Proposed  Rule's definition  of a MEWA  eligible  to operate  in the

state  of New  Mexico  is specifically  drafted  in a manner  that  (i) applies  primarily  to association  plans, (ii)

does not contemplate  other  arrangements,  and (iii) would  not make  allowances  for  most  PEO-

sponsored  plans. Thousands  of New Mexico  businesses  and their  employees  (as well  as the  employees"

families)  will  be adversely  affected  by a regulatory  scheme  that  does not provide  a path  forward  for  the

continued  operation  of maintenance  of current  PEO-sponsored  plan designs.

To begin  with,  per section  13.19.4.8  at 13.19.4.7(1),  the Proposed  Rule defines  a "multiple  employer

welfare  arrangement"  or "MEWA"  as "...  any foreign  or domestic  entity  that  administers  a multiple

employer  welfare  arrangement  pursuant  to 29 U.S.C.A. § 1002(40)(A)  and these  rules"  (emphasis

added).  In other  words,  the Proposed  Rule's definition  of MEWA  incorporates  the  federal  definition  of

MEWA,  as set forth  in the Employee  Retirement  Income  Security  Act of  1974,  as amended  ("ERISA").

Very  generally,  under  this  definition,  a MEWA  is an employee  welfare  benefit  plan, or any other

arrangement (other than an employee welfare benefit planl  that  is established  or maintained  for  the

purpose  of  offering  or providing  welfare  plan benefits  to the  employees  of  two  or more  employers

(including  one or more  self-employed  individuals),  with  certain  exceptions  for  collectively  bargained

plans and certain  rural  collectives.

The Proposed  Rule then  goes on to define  those  MEWAs  that  are eligible  to operate  in the  state  of New

Mexico.  (See specifically  sections  13.19.4.8(A),  "Eligibility  to operate  as or offer  coverage  through  a

MEWA"  and 13.19.4.8(B),  "Eligibility  for  Status  as a MEWA").  However,  because  the Proposed  Rule

appears  to have been designed  to  target  AHPs, it does not make  allowance  for  PEO-sponsored  plans

leaving  such plans in an untenable  position  to the  extent  the  051 sought  to regulate  PEO-sponsored

plans as MEWAs  for  purposes  of  state  insurance  law.

More  specifically,  section  13.19.4(B),  "Eligibility  for  status  as MEWA,"  sets forth  three  requirements  that

a MEWA  "shall  prove"  in order  to operate  in New Mexico.2  The first  requirement  is that  the MEWA

"shall  prove...it  is a bona fide  association  or MEWA",  which  appears  to require  it to satisfy  nine

subconditions  (listed  as (a) through  (i) under  13.19.4.8(B)(1)).  The subconditions,  however,  generally

only  appear  to be applicable  to membership  associations.  To be clear,  this  is not  surprising  or

inappropriate  to the  extent  the definition  of MEWA  is clarified  to expressly  focus  on AHPs and to

exclude  PEO-sponsored  plans. PEOs do not  have "members."  Rather,  a PEO establishes  a co-

employment  relationship  under  New Mexico  law through  a PEO contract,  which  entails  a significant

commonality  of interest  differing  significantly  from  an "association"  relationship.  PEOs could  never

satisfy  this requirement  to the extent  made  applicable  to PEOs-sponsored  plans.

The second  requirement  is that  the  MEWA  must  share "a commonality  of interests,  which  means  that

the  employers  or union  members  are in the  same  trade,  industry,  line of business,  or profession."  This

requirement  appears  to be based on a similar  definition  of "commonality  ofinterest"  that  the  u.s.

Department  of Labor  would  have apply  in order  for  certain  associations  to sponsor  ERISA plans. Again,

however,  this  requirement  is generally  only  applicable  to association  health  plans. For example,  most

PEOs provide  services  to their  clients,  many  of  which  may operate  in a variety  of different  trades,

2 We note  that  section  13.19.4(B)  is unclear  as to whether  a MEWA  must  "prove"  all three  requirements  or only  needs

to satisfy  one of  them  in order  to be eligible  to operate  in New  Mexico.  Clarification  in any  final  rule  would  be helpful.
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industries,  or  lines  of  business.  However,  as noted  above,  the  PEO contract  executed  by all PEO clients

establishes  a commonality  ofinterest  that  exceeds  that  contemplated  by the  "same  trade,  industry,  line

of business  or  profession"  requirement  applicable  to  associations.  Despite  the  establishment  of  such

significant  commonality  ofinterest  by the  PEO, it is likely  that  most  PEOs would  not  be able  to  satisfy

this  second  requirement  if made  applicable  to their  PEO-sponsored  plans.

The  third  requirement  under  section  13.19.4.B  is that  the  MEWA  must  "not  charge  employers  or union

members'  membership  fees  solely  to participate  in the  MEWA  and no membership  fees  are  included  in

the  premiums  charged  for  health  benefits  plans."  PEO-sponsored  plans  could  perhaps  satisfy  this

requirement, simply because they do not have "members"  and  Benerally  do not  require  client

employers  to pay an additional  fee  solely  to participate  in the  plan  (although  they  may  charge  client

employers  reasonable  fees  to  defray  the  cost  of  plan  administration).  But  again,  the  requirement  is

clearly  drafted  to  address  association  plans  and does  not  make  allowance  for  other  arrangements.

In light  of  the  foregoing,  NAPEO  urges  that  that  the  Proposed  Rule  include  a provision  acknowledging

and permitting  fully-insured  PEO-sponsored  health  plans.  A revised  rule  could  protect  PEO-sponsored

arrangements  by simply  adding  a sentence  to the  effect  of  the  following:

Any  health  plan  sponsored  by an employee  leasing  contractor  licensed  in the  state  of

New  Mexico  that  is provided  through  a fully-insured  arrangement  is exempt  from  this

rule.

This  clarification  is simple  and  would  allow  for  the  continuation  of  the  state  regulatory  scheme  of  PEO-

sponsored  plans  that  has proven  very  effective.  3

To the  extent  the  Office  declines  to  adopt  the  above  approach,  we  urge  the  Office  to  revise  the

Proposed  Rule  to provide  a clear  and practical  pathway  for  PEOs to  continue  to sponsor  fully-insured

plans,  as they  have  done  for  decades,  that  recognizes  their  statutory  co-employer  status  and ability  to

offer  benefits  and  that  respects  the  differences  between  PEO plans  and  AHPs. This  approach  would,

among  other  things,  require  modification  to  the  eligibility  prongs  of  the  Proposed  Rule  since  they  do not

apply  to  PEO plans  as written.

NAPEO  appreciates  the  opportunity  to  provide  comment  in response  to  the  Proposed  Rule.  If you  have

any  questions,  feel  free  to contact  Michael  Kreiter,  Director  of  State  Government  Affairs,  at (703)  739-

8170.

Sincerely,

Michael  Kreiter,

Director  of  State  Government  Affairs,  NAPEO

3 Should  there be a perceived  need to regulate  PEO-sponsored  health  plans, it would  be more  appropriate  to
do so under,  and consistently  with,  the Employee  Leasing  Act.
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Romero,  Mariano,  OSI

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

Daniel Harris <dharris@napeo.org>
Thursday,  January  9, 2020  3:28  PM

OSI-docket  filing

Michael  Kreiter;  Morris  J. Chavez

[EXT] NAPEO Comment Letter in Response  to SOI's  Notice  of  Proposed  Rulemaking
NAPEO  NM  Comment  Letter.pdf

To  Whom  it May  Concern:

On behalf of the National Association of Professional Employer Organizations and its members doing  business  in New

Mexico, please find our comments in response to the Superintendent  of Insurance's Proposed  Rulemaking  regarding

Multiple  Employer  Welfare  Arrangements.

We thank you for the opportunity  to provide feedback and  look  forward  to  continued  dialogue  with  your  office.  Please

do  not  hesitate  to  contact  us should  you  have  any  questions  or  concerns.

Regards,

What's a PEO? Click here for  a short  video!

Daniel  A. Harris

Vice President, State GovernmentAffairs
National  Association  of  Professional  Employer  Organizations

(703)  739-8173  direct

(703)  836-0976  faX

(407)  758-2379  cell

Find  us on Facebook  and  follow  us on  Twitter

The information  contained  in this material  is not  intended  to be considered  legal, accounting  or tax advice and should not be acted upon as such. A/so, the content

of  thjs e-mail  is for  the use of  the intended  recipient. If  you have received  this communication  in error, please notify  the author  by replying  to thrs e-maff
immediately  and then delete the ema// and its contents  from  your system. Be aware that  forwarding,  copying, or disclosing the content  to any other  person  than
the  intended  recipient  is  prohibited.
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